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1. Executive summary 

Kiama Municipal Council's Long-Term Financial Plan (LTFP) contains a set of long-range 
financial projections based on a set of assumptions and covers a 10-year time period from 
2024/2025 to 2033/2034. 

 

Sale of Bonaira site and services component of Blue Haven and a repayment of $15 million 
TCorp loan in September 2024 is a key assumption for this LTFP. As such, financial 
information presented in this plan includes only 3 months of Blue Haven Bonaira operations.  

 

The LTFP was prepared based on the Financial Sustainability and Cashflow Strategy and 
Finance and Governance Report (adopted by Council on 19 March 2024).  

 

Parameters and strategies set out in this LTFP also incorporate a key requirement and 
recommendation of the Notice of Intention to Vary a Performance Improvement Order 
(NPIO) dated 30 January 2024 and a Report to the Minister for Local Government – Review 
of Kiama Municipal Council - prepared by John Rayner (January 2024). This has since been 
followed by the Performance Improvement Order (PIO) from the Minister which essentially 
ratifies the earlier Notice Order. The PIO covers a 2-year period to June 2026 covering the 
remainder of this Council term and first part of the new upcoming Council term. 

 

The LTFP of Kiama Council sets a crucial target - achieving financial sustainability by 
the 2026/27 fiscal year. This encompasses operating efficiencies over the next few years 
leading to several key goals by 2026/27: 

• Attainment of a Net Surplus Position:  achieving a surplus before capital grants and 
contributions. 

• Elimination of Structural Loss/Deficit:  the aim is to eradicate any structural loss, 
seeking a surplus before capital grants and contributions noted above and also 
excluding one-off property sales. 

• Establishment of a Balanced Budget:  the goal is to achieve an annual net positive 
movement in unrestricted funds. 

• Maintenance of Positive Unrestricted Cash Balance: throughout this process, it is 
imperative to maintain a positive unrestricted cash balance. 

 

The LTFP also takes into consideration key actions outlined in the NPIO in relation to 
addressing issues associated with Blue Haven Terralong and Council's Financial Accounting 
and Management Systems. Please refer to Section 2.3 for details. 

 
To meet these targets within a relatively short timeframe, the following strategies have been 
devised: 

 

• Optimisation of Operational Expenditures: minimising spending on materials and 
services, including consultancy and contractor costs. 

• Implementation of Budget Efficiencies: through centralisation of services and 
rightsizing organizational corporate services, budget efficiencies are aimed for. 
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• Review of Service Provision: assessment of non-essential/desirable services 
provided by the Council, potentially discontinuing or temporarily suspending those 
deemed non-essential, and re-evaluation of operational models for essential 
services. 

• Focus on Capital Works Program: Prioritisation of reserve-funded projects with 
minimal allocation from unrestricted cash in the Capital Works Program. 

• Supplement unrestricted cash inflow by proceeds from asset sales over next three 
years to build up unrestricted cash balance. 

• Establish a capital renewal reserve for Terralong ILUs with the annual transfers to 
the reserve of $2 million, in line with deemed annual depreciation.  

 
In addition to the above strategies, the following longer term Strategic Initiatives supporting 
financial sustainability are underway: 

 

• Continuation and finalisation of Property Plan to identify Strategic Property 
Opportunities: exploration of property divestment and other strategic property 
development opportunities. Council has identified a number of catalyst sites which 
could provide revenue opportunities, either via divestment or through redevelopment 
with future leasing arrangements.  

• Ongoing Service Reviews: regular reviews of services to ensure efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

• Exploration of New Revenue Streams: exploration of avenues such as implementing 
paid parking to generate additional revenue, and a special rate variation if all other 
internal strategies have been exhausted. 

 

It is important to note that the LTFP will need to be updated to reflect an impact of strategic 
initiatives once financial implications are known. 

Please refer to Section 2.3 - Financial Sustainability Strategies for more details. 

 

The LTFP demonstrates that with the implementation of the strategies summarised above 
Kiama Council (consolidated) will achieve a balanced budget with a positive unrestricted 
cash movement in 2026/27. The positive unrestricted cash movement will continue in future 
years.  

 

2. Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of the Long-Term Financial Plan (LTFP) 

The LTFP exists primarily to facilitate the delivery of the objectives and strategies expressed 
in the Community Strategic Plan. The LTFP is not an end in itself but is a means of ensuring 
the objectives of the integrated planning framework are matched by an appropriate 
resourcing strategy. 

 

The LTFP will link to the Delivery Program 2022-2026 and the Operational Plans 2024-2025 
under the broader Theme of “Financially Sustainable Council”. Under this theme, a Strategic 
goal is included in the plan that “Public funds and assets are managed strategically, 
transparently and efficiently”. 
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Identified actions under this goal include: 

• Public funds are managed in accordance with Financial Management Standards and 
the Local Government Act 

• Financial reporting is accurate, relevant and timely; to support decision makers and 
the community to understand how public funds and assets are managed. 

• Council delivers the functions of local government sustainably and in accordance with 
community expectations. All services and functions delivered by Council will be 
reviewed in accordance with IP&R requirements within the 4-year cycle of council 
election. 

• Assets are managed to understand the relevance, importance and lifecycle needs 
involved in the provision of infrastructure. 

• Commercial investments are managed to maximise their value, and in accordance 
with legislative obligations. 

• Build strong relationships and ensure our partners and community share the 
responsibilities and benefits of putting plans into practice. 

• Communicate openly and honestly with the community to build a relationship based 
on transparency, understanding, trust and respect. 

• Engage with the community in meaningful dialogue and demonstrate how community 
participation is being used to inform decisions. 

• Council will build organisational capabilities and capacity to deliver excellent 
customer service. 

 

This LTFP represents a comprehensive approach to documenting and integrating the 
various financial strategies of Council. The development of the Long Term Financial 
Projections represents the output of several strategy areas, that when combined, produce 
the financial direction of Council as shown below: 

 

Figure 1: Integrated Strategic Approach 
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2.2 Objectives of the LTFP 

The objectives that this LTFP is designed to achieve are: 

• To sustainably return Council to an operational surplus. 

• An ability to maintain funding of asset renewal requirements. 

• To provide financial targets for the next 10 years. 

• To allow various assumptions to be modelled. 

• To ensure that external conditions are considered, for example changes in interest 
rates and population growth. 

• An enhanced funding level for capital works from external sources. 

• To progress Council towards maintaining a position of financial sustainability in the 
long term. 

• Rate and fee increase that are both manageable and sustainable. 

• Investment and funding strategies which promote intergenerational equity. 

 

Kiama Municipal Council (KMC) has challenges in meeting the NSW Office of Local 
Government (OLG) benchmarks for financial sustainability on an annual and ongoing basis. 
Through this LTFP, Council will remain committed to the principles of financial sustainability 
and good financial management.  

 

Available funds are a cornerstone of Council’s financial sustainability and while usage was 
appropriate in the short term, the Financial Strategy requires these funds to be re-
established over time to return to our former position to ensure we are prepared for any 
unplanned events in the future.  

 

Council recognises that as a large provider of essential services, leadership and economic 
impact in the municipality our obligation is to strive to continue to provide our high level of 
services and works while continuing to improve Council’s financial position. 

 

In developing the LTFP, due regard has been given to promoting the financial sustainability 
of the council through: 

• Progressive elimination of operating deficits.  

• Ensuring that any proposed increase in services and/or assets is within the 
financial means of the council. 

• Monitoring the adequacy of working capital/unrestricted cash and funding for 
infrastructure maintenance and renewal. 

• The use of borrowings, where appropriate and financially responsible.  

 

In doing so, Council is ensuring compliance with the requirements of section 403 of the 
Local Government Act 1993 which requires a council to have a long term resourcing 
strategy for the provision of the resources required to perform its functions (including 
implementing the strategies set out in the Community Strategic Plan that it has responsibility 
for); and Chapter 3 of the Local Government Act which requires Council to consider the long 
term and cumulative effects of its decisions on future generations. 
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The LTFP also satisfies requirements of Section 8B of Local Government Act 1993: 

• Council spending should be responsible and sustainable, aligning general revenue and 
expenses. 

• Councils should invest in responsible and sustainable infrastructure for the benefit of the 
local community. 

• Councils should have effective financial and asset management, including sound 
policies and processes for the following: 

(i)  performance management and reporting, 
(ii)  asset maintenance and enhancement, 
(iii)  funding decisions, 
(iv) risk management practices, 

• Councils should have regard to achieving intergenerational equity, including ensuring the 
following: 

(i)  policy decisions are made after considering their financial effects on future 
generations, 

(ii) the current generation funds the cost of its services. 

 

Parameters and strategies set out in this LTFP also incorporate a key requirement and 
recommendation of the Notice of Intention to Vary a Performance Improvement Order 
(NPIO) dated 30 January 2024 and a Report to the Minister for Local Government – Review 
of Kiama Municipal Council - prepared by John Rayner (January 2024). This has since been 
followed by the Performance Improvement Order (PIO) from the Minister which essentially 
ratifies the earlier Notice Order. The PIO covers a 2-year period to June 2026 covering the 
remainder of this Council term and first part of the new upcoming Council term. 

 
The LTFP of Kiama Council sets a crucial target - achieving financial sustainability by 
the 2026/27 fiscal year. This encompasses several key goals: 

• Attainment of a Net Surplus Position: By 2026/27, achieving a surplus before capital 
grants and contributions is targeted. 

• Elimination of Structural Loss/Deficit: Also, by 2026/27, the aim is to eradicate any 
structural loss, considering surplus before capital grants and contributions and 
excluding one-off property sales. 

• Establishment of a Balanced Budget: By 2026/27, the goal is to achieve an annual 
net positive movement in unrestricted funds, ensuring a balanced budget. 

• Maintenance of Positive Unrestricted Cash Balance: Throughout this process, it is 
imperative to maintain a positive unrestricted cash balance. 

 

The LTFP also takes into account the following key actions outlined in the NPIO: 

Terralong Independent Living Units 
Address issues associated with Blue Haven Terralong ILUs including, but not limited to: 

• The true costs, operational and capital, which should be applied and whether 

general rate revenue is subsidising its operation in the short term or long term. 

• The adequacy of current and proposed future maintenance fees. 

• Completing and making public a dilapidation/building report for Terralong and 
Havilah. 

• Examining options to retain and refurbish Terralong to conform with contemporary 
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independent living units. 

• Establishing a restricted reserve to meet the cost of replacement/renewal of assets. 

• Examine the potential to subdivide and divest Havilah Place in accordance with the 

criteria contained in the Property Plan. 

• Complete a Plan of Management. 

• Monitor and report on compliance with the Retirement Villages Act NSW and other 

relevant legislation including building codes. 

Council's Financial Accounting and Management Systems 

• Review the Council's current financial accounting and management systems and 

implement any improvements to these systems. 

• Fully implement TechnologyOne by mid-to-end 2027 

• Restructure the presentation of the draft and published budgets to detail programs 

and activities compared to current and previous years and funding sources for each 

capital project. 

• Implement the governance recommendations from the Hopwood Report and the 

Auditor's Letter from the 2021/22 audit and recent 2022/23 audit. 

 

For the purposes of this Plan, financial sustainability is defined by the following hierarchy of 
needs approach: 

Critical, Short-term Sustainability 

• Working Capital. 

• Cash Liquidity. 

• Debt levels. 

Medium-term Sustainability 

• Operating surplus achieved net of abnormal items and capital funding. 

Long-term Sustainability 

• Spending more on asset renewals than consumption (i.e. depreciation). 

• Fully funding replacement gap. 

• Meeting community service needs. 

 

It is necessary to state the importance of meeting community needs both now and in the 
future in terms of operational services. Council could achieve financial sustainability by 
ignoring this need and placing all of its emphasis on cash liquidity and asset management. 

 

Future community service needs are frequently not documented in such a compelling 
manner as infrastructure requirements and need to be considered in conjunction with asset 
management strategies. 

2.3 Financial Sustainability Strategies 

KMC is structured around two distinct businesses, one being the aged care (residential 
facility and in-home care) and retirement village operations known as Blue Haven and the 
other being the traditional local government services. The matters facing KMC are not 
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unusual to local governments, cash flow, asset management, governance issues are all 
issues that councils experience, however the added complexity of the aged care business 
presents an unusual circumstance.  

 

Whilst the current LTFP is based on the assumption that the biggest component of aged 
care business, Blue Haven Bonaira, will be sold during the 2024/25 financial year, continued 
operating losses (significant in recent years since the new development) have had a 
cumulative negative impact on KMC. The development and project management itself has 
also caused significant balance sheet and liquidity problems.  

 

Much good work has been done in the past by many involved in the business, however, 
many of the matters that are impacting on the business have occurred across the span of 
time to arrive at their current state. In summary there are three fundamental matters 
immediately affecting the business and future:  

 

1. Financial sustainability – cash flow, liquidity, and financial management. 

2. Organisational capability, culture and performance – investment in people, systems, 
performance management and culture has been weak. 

3. Risk and governance – risk exposure created by lack of strategic direction, policy, 
poor decision making and lack of resources and revenue.  

 

Given the suite of challenges facing the organisation there is a need to ensure that strategic 
decisions are made to help guide the future sustainability of the business. To this end, 
Council developed its Financial Sustainability and Cashflow Strategy in 2022/23 and recently 
its Finance and Governance Plan in March 2024, which incorporates actions from the 
previously adopted Strategic Improvement Plan (SIP). 

 

Key strategies to 1be achieved in next three financial years incorporated in the LTFP 
are: 

• Optimisation of Operational Expenditures: Minimising spending on materials and 
services, including consultancy and contractor costs. 

• Implementation of Budget Efficiencies: Through centralisation of services and 
rightsizing organizational corporate services, budget efficiencies are aimed for. 

• Review of Service Provision: Assessment of non-essential/desirable services 
provided by the Council, potentially discontinuing (temporary suspend) those 
deemed unnecessary, and re-evaluation of operational models for essential services.  

• Focus of Capital Works Program: Prioritisation of reserve-funded projects with 
minimal allocation from unrestricted cash in the Capital Works Program. 

• Supplement unrestricted cash inflow by proceeds from sale of assets over next three 
years in order to build up unrestricted cash balance. The following properties were 
earmarked for sale and incorporated in the LTFP: 
 

 
1  
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• Create a reserve for Terralong ILUs capital works with the amount restricted annually 
being in line with the estimated annual depreciation. 

• Allocate budget to complete implementation of TechnologyOne. 
 

In addition, no CPI is applied for materials and services over year 2 and 3 of the LTFP. 
Ultimately this implies blanket organisation-wide budget savings of materials and services 
circa 4% in 2025/26 and 2026/27 financial years.  

The implications of the short-term strategies noted above will have a direct impact on 
Council’s ability to deliver services, including: 

• Significant reductions in the delivery of master plans, strategic planning, projects, 
and programs, as well as other strategic documents. 

• Slower business improvements and streamlining of business processes. 

• Reduction in hours of operation of Council facilities. 

• Reduction or discontinuation of some non-essential services. 

• Increase in assets renewal backlog. 

 
While the base case scenario of the LTFP indicates that the Council is on track to achieve 
its financial sustainability goal as narrowly defined, it is essential to recognise a broader 
perspective. This broader view, as outlined in the TCorp report "Financial Sustainability of 
the New South Wales Local Government Sector" and echoed in the methodology of the 
Independent Pricing and Review Tribunal (IPART), emphasises that financial sustainability 
encompasses more than just covering expenses and generating profits. It entails the ability 
of a local government to generate adequate funds to deliver the agreed-upon levels of 
service and infrastructure to its community over the long term.  
 
Acknowledging the need for continual improvement, the Council has implemented long 
term strategic initiatives aimed at achieving further long term budget improvements: 
 
Continuation and finalisation of Property Plan to identify Strategic Property Opportunities: 
Exploration of property divestment and other strategic property development opportunities. 
 
The council has identified a number of catalyst sites which could provide revenue 
opportunities, either via divestment or through redevelopment with future leasing 
arrangements. Work continues on developing strategic business cases and master plans for 
the following catalyst sites: 
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a. Council Administration Centre, 11 Manning Street, Kiama  
b. Old Retirement Village, Havilah Place, Kiama  
c. Council Works Depot, Belvedere Street, Kiama  
d. Council Waste Depot, Riverside Drive, Minnamurra 
e. Blue Haven Terralong precinct, Kiama 
f. Spring Creek precinct, Kiama 

 
Ongoing Service Reviews: Regular reviews of services to ensure efficiency and 
effectiveness. 
 
To ensure continuous improvement of Council’s operations, the Operational Plan identifies 
the areas of service which will be reviewed between July 2024 and June 2026. The future 
Delivery Program will need to identify the areas of service which will be reviewed during the 
term of the new Council. This is a requirement of the OLG’s ‘Integrated Planning and 
Reporting Guidelines’. During the 2023/24 financial year the following areas of Council’s 
operations were reviewed: 

a. Kiama Leisure Centre 
b. The Pavilion Kiama  
c. Kiama Library Services 

 
Business plans will be finalised during the 2024/25 financial year to implement, where 
appropriate, the recommendations of these services reviews. 
 
Service reviews for the following areas of Council’s operations have commenced but are yet 
to be finalised: 

a. Kiama Coast Holiday Parks 
b. Waste Business Unit 
c. Tourism and Events 
d. Parks and Gardens 

As per the NPIO, Council will review the timing of current and future service reviews.  
 
Now and in the future, Council will be continually undergoing a comprehensive sustainability 
review process. This review involves analysing services provided so that it is clear what 
services are provided and how the services are delivered in a financially sustainable way. 
The purpose is to ensure that Council’s services are affordable and reflect the local 
community needs and expectations. 
 
Exploration of New Revenue Streams: Exploration of avenues such as implementing paid 
parking to generate additional revenue. Council’s Infrastructure and Liveability Committee 
have commenced an analysis of opportunities associated with the implementation of paid 
parking. 
 
The council will actively pursue both Federal and State Government grant opportunities. This 
includes lobbying State Government to review the rate pegging framework and Federal 
Government Review of the sustainability of Local Government to result in additional funding. 
 
Special Rates Variation will also be considered as an additional source of revenue. 
 

It is important to note that Council’s LTFP will need to be updated to reflect the impact of 
the Strategic Initiatives listed above once financial implications become available. 
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Council is committed to realising all identified opportunities for improvement and working 
with the community and staff to identify further opportunities.  

2.4 LTFP Structure 

The LTFP is structured using the forecasted 2023/24 financial results, budget for 2024/25 
financial year, and applying a series of assumptions to these numbers for forward financial 
years. In addition, asset renewal and maintenance have a direct correlation to the Council’s 
Asset Management Plans. 
 
Consolidated Financial models and statements have been prepared for the Council’s key 
businesses: Blue Haven Terralong Retirement Village Operations and Holiday Parks. 
Sale of Bonaira site and services component of Blue Haven and a repayment of $15 million 
TCorp loan in September 2024 is a key assumption for this LTFP. As such, the financial 
information presented in this (future) plan only includes 3 months of the Blue Haven Bonaira 
operations.  
 
The LTFP incorporates operational savings identified from the 2024/25 financial year 
onwards. Additionally, estimated proceeds from identified property sales over the next three 
financial years are included. 
 
However, it's noteworthy that the financial implications of Long-Term strategic initiatives, 
such as strategic site redevelopments, additional revenue sources, and the outcomes of 
major service reviews, were not accounted for in the current LTFP. This omission stems from 
the inability to estimate the financial implications and outcomes of these initiatives at the time 
of drafting the plan therefore, the LTFP will be updated to reflect new information when it 
becomes available. 
 
Details of all assumptions and indices applied in this Plan are provided in Section 4. 
 

The LTFP includes 3 scenarios: 

 

Scenario 1- Base Case 

This is the ultimate LTFP scenario that the Council is anticipating achieving. 

 

This scenario represents the Council's preferred outcome and meets minimum financial 
goals within the timeframe set by the NPIO. Please refer to Section 2.2- Objectives of the 
Long-Term Financial Plan for more details on NPIO requirements. 

 

Scenario 2 – 10% Special Rates Variation (SRV) 

In this scenario, a 10% SRV is assumed to be implemented in 2026/27 (10% of additional 
permanent special rate variation on top of the rate peg).  

 

This scenario, for obvious reasons, improves the Council's financial performance more than 
Scenario 1 and generates a surplus of unrestricted funds that could be used to start 
addressing the assets backlog issue at a faster pace. 
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Scenario 3 – Status Quo – Budget Savings Strategies not Implemented 

This scenario demonstrates the implications for the Council not progressing further with 
implementation of strategies in the next three financial years as outlined in Section 2.3-
Financial Sustainability Strategies. 

 

Whilst strategies have been identified for budget savings over the next three financial years, 
specific decisions are yet to be formally approved by Council. If the implementation of these 
strategies with alternative options are not finalised in a timely manner, the Scenario 3 
demonstrates the financial consequences. 

 

In summary, this option not just fails to meet the NPIO requirements but will also breach 
requirements of Section 8B of the Local Government Act 1993 which stipulates that Council 
spending should be responsible and sustainable, aligning general revenue and expenses. 

2.5 Sensitivity analysis 

Long-Term financial plans are inherently uncertain given the lengthy period of time which 
they are required to cover and the assumptions that are required to be made. Some of these 
assumptions have a relatively limited impact if they are wrong, whereas others can have a 
major impact on future financial plans. If the assumptions are found to be inaccurate, then 
it will be necessary for the Council to reconsider. 

 

The Council utilises the LTFP as a management tool and will review and update relevant 
sections and projections of the LTFP on an annual basis. In addition, Quarterly Budget 
Review amendments that have a permanent impact are processed into the model to assess 
the effect on the Plan. 

 

This LTFP demonstrates three scenarios and their implications for the financial performance 
of the Council. 

 

Sensitivity Analysis Summary – Surplus/(Deficit) before Capital Grants and Contributions 

 

 

 

Sensitivity Analysis Summary – Change in Assumptions 
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2.6 Key outcomes of the LTFP 

Financial sustainability is a major challenge faced by the majority of councils in New South 
Wales, including Kiama Municipal Council. However, Kiama Council faces an additional 
challenge due to the significant resources consumed by the Blue Haven aged care 
operations, which generate an annual deficit of over $3 million for the Bonaira site. Whilst 
the current LTFP is based on the assumption that the biggest component of the aged care 
business, Blue Haven Bonaira, will be sold in September 2024, significant losses in recent 
years have had a cumulative negative impact on Council liquidity.  

 

According to the Plan, the Council's current financial position shows that it will face a 
structural deficit next year and will need to compensate for the reduction in unrestricted cash 
with the proceeds from the sale of various assets. With implementation of budget saving 
strategies earmarked for the next three financial years, the loss will gradually decline, and 
operational surplus will be achieved by 2026/27. A structural deficit (net loss when excluding 
capital revenue and gain on sale of assets) will be also eliminated by the end of 2026/27 
financial year. 

 

The Plan also shows that the Council will achieve an ongoing increase in working capital and 
positive unrestricted cash movement in the 2026/27 financial year. The Council will need to 
implement budget reduction strategies and minimise capital projects funded from the general 
revenue to achieve a net surplus by 2026/27.  

 

The main reason for the ongoing need to reduce operational expenses in order to address 
the deficit, is rate pegging, which restrains the Council's ability to align rating revenue with 
the increased cost of providing services. Rate pegging is a legislative instrument where the 
maximum increase in rating revenue is set by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory 
Tribunal (IPART), the NSW State Government independent pricing regulator. For example, 
in developing the LTFP, Council has been advised by IPART that the rate peg for 2024/25 
will be 4.5%, while during the same period of time, the CPI rose by 5.1%. The difference 
between the actual inflation impacting the cost of services and the rate peg must be 
addressed over the long term by the Council through budgetary consideration of the range 
and levels of services. 

 

In summary, the LTFP demonstrates that Kiama Municipal Council can achieve financial 
sustainability by implementing a range of strategies. However, some of these strategies will 
limit Council’s ability to deliver strategic documents and projects which will result in an 
increase of assets backlog. 

 

It is important to note that the introduction of an SRV is not a preferred scenario at this stage 
and Council will focus of achieving operational efficiencies and service reviews before 
considering SRV. 
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3. Link between LTFP and Council's planning framework 

3.1 Workforce strategy 

In order to deliver our Delivery Program and contribute to the Community Strategic Plan, the 
Council requires a clear Workforce Resourcing Strategy that sets out what type of 
organisation we need to be and how we plan to get there. 

 

The Workforce Strategy is to be fully integrated with the LTFP. This integration includes: 

• Compulsory superannuation guarantee rate increase. 

• Vested sick leave. 

• Long Service Leave l iability. 

• Learning and development. 

• Workers’ compensation. 

 

3.1.1 Compulsory superannuation guarantee rate increase 

The Federal government has changed the phasing of the increases in the superannuation 
guarantee levy as per the table below. The impact of this change has been factored into the 
LTFP. 

Table 1: Superannuation Guarantee Levy 

Year Rate 

  2024-25 11.50% 

2025-26 onwards 12.00% 

3.1.2 Vested sick leave 

Staff employed by the Council prior to or on 3 November 1993, who have not previously 
waived their right to this provision, continue to have an entitlement for the payment of unused 
sick leave arising out of the termination of employment. An estimated provision for vested 
sick leave of $301,000 has been included as a liability in the Statement of Financial Position. 
For the forecast, payments from the provision have been estimated when the eligible 
employee reaches the age of 65. 

3.1.3 Long Service Leave liability 

Long Service Leave entitlements are governed primarily by the Long Service Leave Act 
1955. Kiama Municipal Council has not actively required employees to take long service 
leave as it falls due. However, if the amount of liability becomes excessive it is likely that 
employees will be encouraged to keep balances within reasonable limits. A provision of $3.6 
million has been included as a liability in the Balance Sheet. For the forecast, payments from 
the provision have been estimated when the eligible employee reaches the age of 65. 

3.1.4 Learning and development 

Council provides a responsible training and development program to make sure Council staff 
have skills and that we are meeting legislative requirements.  
 

A yearly expenditure on learning and development has been included in the salaries and 
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wages expense in the Income Statement in this Plan. 

3.1.5 Workers’ compensation 

Council is committed to maintaining a commitment to a safe workplace and ensuring that the 
workers’ compensation premium remains stable. An additional risk is associated with the 
potential increase in workers' compensation insurance premium due to market conditions 
and unexpected events currently not factored in the LTFP. 
 

3.2 Asset Management Plan (AMP) 

Council is responsible for a large and diverse asset base. These assets include buildings, 
roads, bridges, footpaths, drains, libraries, holiday parks, convention centre, leisure centre, 
halls, parks, sporting facilities, fleet, land, and information communication technology related 
assets. The council manages its assets in accordance with the Guiding principles for councils 
(Section 8A) and Principles of sound financial management (Section 8B) under the Local 
Government Act 1993. 

 

Over time, Council has progressively added to its assets, which has consequently added 
depreciation, operation and maintenance costs to an already large existing and ageing asset 
base. 

 

In order to manage this asset base, the Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) has been 
developed which is designed to address plans and priorities considering asset life cycles and 
risk. Such strategies and plans ensure that their content addresses priorities in line with 
organisational objectives. Maintenance and renewal expenditure is also planned and 
controlled in line with these priorities. Technical levels of service that relate to compliance 
requirements in legislation are also maintained. A specific body of asset management work 
is also underway for Blue Haven Terralong facilities to document and address upgrade, 
renewal and depreciation. 

 

Council’s SAMP analyses groups of assets generally in the following categories: 
 

• Community buildings and facilities, including libraries, halls, leisure centre, surf clubs. 

• Administration buildings including Depots. 

• Information and Communication Technology (ICT). 

• Library collection. 

• Cemeteries. 

• Parks and recreational assets including playgrounds, sporting facilities and ocean 
baths. 

• Transport assets include roads, bridges, footpaths, cycleways, car parks, traffic 
facilities, guardrails and retaining walls. 

• Stormwater drainage and culverts. 

• Street lighting. 

• Waste facility assets. 

• Commercial assets – holiday parks and investment properties. 

• Land (development). 
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3.2.1 Non-cash operating expenses 

Council’s major non-cash operating expense is depreciation. Council's property, plant and 
equipment assets are depreciated using the straight-line method which allocates an assets 
cost over its estimated useful life. The council has considerable stocks of assets with long 
but finite lives. These estimated useful lives are expected to remain constant over the life of 
this Plan and are provided in the table below. 

It is important to note that the LTFP doesn’t take into consideration contributed assets that 
could be transferred to the Council from developers and other government agencies and 
new assets that might be delivered by capital grants. 

 

Progressive reviews of asset conditions and remaining useful lives are conducted on a 
scheduled basis with major reviews of buildings and roads assets undertaken in the last two 
years. The result of reviews has typically resulted in an increase in annual depreciation 
expense through increased valuations. 

 

The straight-line method of depreciation is consistent with Council’s Asset Accounting Policy 
and ensures that there will be no major peaks or troughs in depreciation expense from year 
to year as this method ensures a uniform rate of depreciation of infrastructure, property, plant 
and equipment (IPPE). For the model, the growth in the depreciation expense is linked to 
the annual investment in IPPE. 

Table 2: Estimated Useful Lives for Each Asset Category 

Plant and equipment 

Office equipment, furniture & fittings 

Vehicles, Heavy plant / road marking equipment 

Other plant and equipment 

 

2 to 50 years 

5 to 8 years 

3 to 40 years 

Other equipment 

Playground equipment 

Benches, seats etc. 

 

5 to 15 years 

10 to 25 years 

Buildings 

Buildings 

 

50 to 117 years 

Stormwater drainage 

Culverts 

Drains 

Flood control structures 

 

50 to 100 years 

80 to 120 years 

20 to 120 years 
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Transportation assets 

Sealed roads: surface 

Sealed roads: structure 

Unsealed roads 

Bridge: concrete 

Bridge: other 

Kerb, gutter and footpaths 

Road traffic control devices 

Traffic management assets 

 

15 to 60 years 

80 to 120 years 

20 years 

80 to 100 years 

60 to 100 years 

25 to 60 years 

25 to 80 years 

20 to 80 years 

Other infrastructure 

Bulk earthworks 

Swimming pools 

Other open space / recreational assets 

 

Infinite 

50 to 100 years 

10 to 95 years 

 3.2.2 IPPE revaluations 

Council's IPPE are valued at fair value per Australian Accounting Standard 116 Property, 
Plant and Equipment and the Local Government Code of Accounting Practice and Financial 
Reporting (Code). The Code states that a comprehensive revaluation of each asset should 
be performed at a minimum every five years, however councils need to ensure that 
revaluations are made with sufficient regularity to ensure that the carrying amount does not 
differ materially from that which would be determined using fair value at the end of the 
reporting period. 

 

Previous years and planned revaluations are as follows: 

Table 3: Asset Revaluation timetable 

 

 

As IPPE are already valued at fair value as opposed to historical cost, the periodic 
revaluations to fair value are not likely to result in a material change to forward estimates. 
Therefore, it is not necessary to factor in any changes in IPPE values due to revaluations in 
this Plan. 

3.2.3 Infrastructure supplied by developers 

Council becomes liable for maintenance of assets and spaces provided and paid for by the 
developers of residential estates one year after they are created. There are a number of 

Note C1-8(i) Infrastructure, property, plant and equipment (IPPE) 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26

- Operational land

- Community land

Land improvements - non-depreciable

Land improvements - depreciable

- Bridges

- Buildings

- Bulk earthworks (non-depreciable)

- Footpaths

- Other structures

- Stormwater drainage

- Swimming pools

- Other open space/recreational assets

- Roads
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areas that have potential for future growth and potential for new residential estates to be 
built. Council may become liable for maintenance of assets and spaces provided by private 
developers of these residential estates. 

 

Maintenance costs that may arise from future developments have not been quantified. When 
the costs are quantified, they will be included in future updates of the LTFP. 

 

Due to environmental and conservation constraints of the Kiama LGA there are only limited 
opportunities for large scale residential and commercial developments. There has been and 
will continue to be increased infill development. It is expected that the developments 
mentioned above will eventuate; however, the estimated future increase in the number of 
rate assessments, as outlined below in 'financial assumptions' has been estimated 
conservatively with these environmental and conservation constraints in mind. 

 

4. Financial Assumption 

The LTFP is structured on a specific Base Case Scenario financial outlook associated with 
the following assumptions: 

• A rate peg of 4.5% is applied to rating income for 2024/25 onwards. 

• 50 new assessments per year. 

• Continuation of Stormwater Levy. 

• Minimal Waste Charges are increasing in 2024/25 and all ensuing years of the LTFP 
Waste Charges have been increased by 1%. 

• Pensioner Rebate increase of 1.5% per year. 

• An inflation forecast of 4% is applied to most sources of income for all years. 

• Depreciation, asset renewal and asset maintenance aligned and integrated with 
Asset Management Plans. 

Council has been conservative with income projections in order to not spend outside of 
Council's means when forecasting its financial future. 

 

The statements are prepared based on current knowledge and service levels and will no 
doubt be affected by various events which will occur in future years. It is important that the 
long-term financial outlook is revisited and updated on an annual basis and as the situation 
is considered highly variable. 

 

The table below summarises major economic parameters used in the LTFP. 

 

Table 4: LTFP Parameters 

Variable 2025-
26 

2026-
27 

2027-
28 

2028-
29 

2029-
30 

2030-
31 

2031-
32 

2032-
33 

2033-
34 

2034-
35 

CPI 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 

Award/Salary 
Increase - Council 

3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 
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Award/Salary 
Increase - ELT 

4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 

Superannuation 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 12.0% 

Council Casual 
Loading 

25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 

Depreciation 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 

DWM Charges 0.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

Fees - General 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 

Grants 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.0% 

Insurances 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 

Ordinary Rates 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 

Utility Costs 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 

 

The LTFP includes capital expenditure listed in the Forward Capital Works Program as 
included in the Draft Delivery Program and Operations Plan.  

4.1 Financial performance indicators 

The financial performance indicators are intended to be indicative of financial health and the 
presence of good business management practices at Kiama Municipal Council. 

4.1.1 Underlying operating result 

Definition: The issue for the Council is whether underlying operating surpluses are 
being achieved.  

This indicator is calculated by taking the income from continuing operations 
less grants and contributions provided for capital purposes less expenses 
from continuing operations. 

Analysis: Ideally Council would be operating with a small surplus. A surplus of $1.27 
million was achieved for the 2021 financial year (consolidated). The 2022/23 
projected consolidated result is $9.2 million surplus mainly due to gain on 
sale of assets, excluding one-off sales, the result is $9.4 million deficit. This 
followed a deficit being recorded for each financial period since 2017. LTFP 
demonstrates surplus results in the long-term. 

4.1.2 Operating performance ratio 

Definition: This ratio measures a council’s achievement of containing operating 

expenditure within operating revenue. 

Ratio = total continuing operating revenue excluding capital grants and 
contributions less operating expenses / total continuing operating revenue 
excluding capital grants and contributions. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the operating performance ratio of greater than 0%. 
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4.1.3 Own source operating revenue ratio 

Definition: This ratio measures fiscal flexibility. It is the degree of reliance on external 
funding sources such as operating grants and contributions. 

Ratio = total continuing operating revenue excluding all grants and 
contributions / total continuing operating revenue. ￼ 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the own source revenue ratio of greater than 60%. 

4.1.4 Unrestricted current ratio 

Definition: This ratio assesses the adequacy of working capital and its ability to satisfy 
obligations in the short-term for the unrestricted activities of the Council. 

Ratio = current assets less all external restrictions / current liabilities less 
specific purpose liabilities. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the unrestricted current ratio of greater than 1.5 times. 

4.1.5 Debt service cover ratio 

Definition: This ratio measures the availability of operating cash to service debt 
including interest, principal and lease payments. 

Ratio = operating results before capital excluding interest and depreciation, 
impairment and amortisation / principal repayments (from the Statement of 
Cash Flows) + borrowing interest costs (from the Income Statement). 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the debt service cover ratio of greater than 2 times. 

4.1.6 Building and infrastructure asset renewal ratio 

Definition: This ratio assesses the rate at which these assets are being renewed 
relative to the rate at which they are depreciating. 

Ratio = asset renewals (building and infrastructure) / depreciation, 
amortisation and impairment (building and infrastructure) ￼ 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the building and asset renewal ratio of greater than 100%. 

4.1.7 Infrastructure backlog ratio 

Definition: This ratio measures what proportion the backlog is against the total value of 
the Council’s infrastructure. 

Ratio = estimated cost to bring assets to a satisfactory standard / net 
carrying amount of infrastructure assets. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the infrastructure backlog ratio of less than 2%. 
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4.1.8 Asset maintenance ratio 

Definition: This ratio compares the actual asset maintenance expenditure relative to the 
required asset maintenance. A ratio above 1.0 indicates Council is investing 
enough funds to stop the infrastructure backlog growing. 

Ratio = actual asset maintenance / required asset maintenance. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the asset maintenance ratio of greater than 100%. 

4.1.9 Cash Expense Cover Ratio 

Definition: This liquidity ratio indicates the number of months a council can continue 
paying for its immediate expenses without additional cash inflow. 

Ratio = current year's cash and cash equivalents plus all term deposits / 
monthly payments from cash flow operating and financing activities. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for a cash expense ratio of greater than 3 months. 

4.1.10 Rates and annual charges outstanding percentage 

Definition: This ratio assesses the impact of uncollected rates and annual charges on 
Council’s liquidity and the adequacy of recovery efforts. 

Ratio = rates and annual charges outstanding / rates and annual charges 
collectable. 

Analysis: The Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting uses a benchmark 
for the rates and annual charges outstanding percentage of less than 10% 

4.1.11 Long-Term Operating Environment 

The long-term operating environment over the next 10 years is uncertain. In a worst-case 
scenario another recession may occur, potentially triggered by global factors such as military 
conflict or continuing pandemic impacts. In a recession the Council is affected most by the 
reduction in value of its investments. The Council's cash investments are already held at 
their fair value. This is a conservative approach that takes into consideration the uncertainty 
of the long-term operating environment. 

4.1.12 Future Borrowing Interest Rates 

All of Council's loans are at a fixed interest rate rather than a floating interest rate and 
borrowing costs were incorporated in the LTFP. 

4.1.13 Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Any surplus cash will be invested in line with Council's Investment Policy. These investments 
will be limited to short-term deposits which are classified as cash equivalents rather than 
investments. 

4.1.14 Investment Properties 

The Office of Local Government has determined that investment properties are to be valued 
at fair value in all cases. Also, full revaluations should be done every three years with a 
desktop valuation performed each year between the full revaluations. Investment properties 
include Terralong Independent Living Units. 
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4.1.15 Rates Receivable 

The rates receivable move in line with total rating income for each year. 

4.1.16 Depreciation 

Depreciation moves in line with the increase or disposals in total IPPE. The annual 
depreciation for 2024/25 is $9.6 million and for the purpose of forward planning it is forecast 
to increase at a rate of 2% - 3%. The impact of future contributed assets was not incorporated 
in the depreciation forecast due to the high level of uncertainty. 

4.1.17 Provisions 

In line with the Workforce Strategy, Council has a commitment to pay employee entitlements. 
Included in provisions is a liability to pay Annual Leave, Long Service Leave and Sick Leave. 
It is expected that Annual Leave will be taken within the year that it is earned, however the 
payments of accrued Long Service and Vested Sick Leave entitlements have been factored 
in when the employee reaches the age of 65. 

4.1.18 Unexpected/Abnormal Events 

During the next 10 years it is possible that some unexpected or abnormal events may occur. 
As these events are unknown, they cannot be quantified at this time; as events of this nature 
occur and become quantifiable, they will be incorporated annually into the LTFP. 

4.1.19 Asset Backlog 

The LTFP assumes that Council's capital and maintenance programs are sufficient in 
addressing the backlog. Maintenance programs are aimed at achieving 96-100% of the 
required asset maintenance each year and that the SAMP favours asset renewals which are 
greater than the depreciation expense incurred. 

4.1.20 Financial results 

According to the LTFP, Council's current financial position shows that it will face a 
structural deficit next year and will need to compensate for the reduction in unrestricted 
cash with the proceeds from the sale of various assets. With implementation of budget 
saving strategies earmarked for the next three financial years, the loss will gradually 
decline, and operational surplus will be achieved by 2026/27. Structural deficit (net loss 
when excluding capital revenue and gain on sale of assets) will be also eliminated by the 
end of 2026/27 financial year. 
 
The LTFP also shows that Council will achieve an ongoing increase in working capital and 
positive unrestricted cash movement in the 2026/27 financial year. ￼ 
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5. Long-Term borrowing strategies 

5.1 Background to Council’s current debt portfolio 

The table below outlines Council’s current position in respect of all interest-bearing loans. 

Table 5: Current debt portfolio 

Loan Description/Purpose Bank  Original 
Loan 
amount 

2024-25 
Principal 
Repayments 

2024-25 
borrowing 
costs 

Surf Beach Holiday Park Redevelopment  NAB  5,000,000              501,374              60,873  

Infrastructure Loan  TCorp   4,000,000              173,600              74,022  

Total Included in LTFP    9,000,000              674,973            134,895  

Bonaira Development loan TCorp 15,000,000 N/A N/A 

* Assumes remaining $15 million T-Corp loan for Bonaira to be repaid in September 2024 

5.2 Future loan strategies 

5.2.1 What is the Council's philosophy on debt? 

Many NSW councils are debt averse and view the achievement of a low level of debt or even 
debt free status as a primary goal. Others see the use of loan funding as being a critical 
component of the funding mix to deliver much needed infrastructure to the community. 

 

The use of loans to fund capital expenditure can be an effective mechanism to link the 
payment for the asset (via debt redemption payments) to the successive councils' 
populations who receive benefits over the life of that asset. This matching concept is 
frequently referred to as ‘inter-generational equity’. Debt should not be used to cover 
operating or structural deficits. 

 

There are no immediate plans for further loan borrowings. 

5.2.2 Measuring what level of debt is appropriate 

The 2006 Allen Inquiry into the Financial Sustainability of NSW Local Government gave 
significant consideration to the role of borrowings as a funding option for NSW councils. The 
Allen Inquiry's suggestion of using debt has been used by Council however it is not Council's 
strategy to use excessive levels of debt. 

5.2.3 Future Borrowings 

No new loans were incorporated in LTFP. ￼ 
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6. Long-Term restricted asset usage strategies 

Councils in NSW have traditionally operated with Restricted Asset funds that are amounts 
of money set aside for specific purposes in later years. In general, these funds do not 
have bank accounts of their own but are a split up of the accumulated cash that a council 
has on hand. 

6.1 Background 

Local Governments continue to be challenged by a tightening cash position through 
increasing demands for cash for daily operations, restricted rate income levels, increasing 
demands for expenditure on new infrastructure and the maintenance and rehabilitation of 
existing infrastructure. Kiama Municipal Council is certainly subject to these same pressures, 
exacerbated by minimal growth in population and limited development activity, significant 
environmental responsibilities and attractiveness as a high-quality tourist destination. 

 

In response to these pressures, Council has established a Restricted Assets Policy to detail 
the type and level of internal restrictions that Council should set aside out of available funds 
to meet cash outgoings. This provides strategic direction and support for Council and 
delivery of services to the community. The Policy is reviewed annually to ensure it remains 
current and is made available on Council’s website. 

 

The Principles set out in the Policy are that: 

1. Reserves are accounts established and held within Council’s Restricted Assets for 
the purpose of: 

• Reducing business risk. 

• Improved financial management. 

• Improved strategic capacity. 

• Meeting asset renewal needs. 

• Meeting statutory obligations and other external requirements. 

2. Externally and Internally Restricted Reserve balances are reported annually in 
Council’s Financial Statements and must be cash backed. 

Externally Restricted Assets (Reserves) are those where there is a legislative obligation or 
contractual agreement to use funds for the purpose for which they were paid to the Council. 

 

Internally Restricted Assets (Reserves) are restricted by a resolution of the Council. Internal 
restrictions are established by Council to cover commitments / obligations that are expected 
to arise in the future and where it is prudent for Council to hold dedicated cash in restrictions 
to cover those obligations. 

 

Council may decide to review its internal restrictions at any time to meet financial obligations 
and requirements of Council’s LTFP. A Council resolution is required to return funds no 
longer required to unrestricted cash. 
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6.2 Nature and purpose of current restricted assets 

External and Internal Restricted Assets (Reserves) held by Kiama Municipal Council are 
detailed below. Current balances are provided to Council monthly as part of the Statement 
of Investments reporting. 

 

Nature and purpose of current restricted assets held by Council 

Externally Restricted Cash Assets 

Developer Contributions 

Purpose: Sections 7.11 and 7.12 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 
enable the Council to levy contributions on developments.  These contributions are 
essential in providing quality facilities and services to an expanding local 
population. The Act requires the Council to set these funds aside to be used 
specifically for the provision of these facilities and services. 

Source of 
funds: 

Developer Contributions as levied in accordance with Council’s adopted Section 
7.11 and 7.12 Contributions Plans. 

Specific Purpose Unexpended Grants 

Purpose: An external restriction is placed on grant funding that has been received for a 
specific purpose that has not been spent by the end of the financial year. 

Source of 
funds: 

Grant funding that is for a specific purpose is provided to Council from various 
sources. 

Domestic Waste Management 

Purpose: By virtue of Section 496 of the Local Government Act 1993 (as amended), Council 
must levy a separate charge for domestic waste management services, which 
include garbage and recycling services.  Under the legislation Council cannot 
finance these services from ordinary rates so the charge must be sufficient to 
recover reasonable costs of providing these services. The council is obliged to set 
these funds aside and use them for their specific purpose. 

Source of 
funds: 

Domestic Waste Services and Management Levy. 

Blue Haven Terralong Independent Living Units (ILU) Maintenance Levy 

Purpose: By virtue of Section 20 of the Retirement Villages Regulation 2017 recurrent 
charges from village residents can only be spent on items prescribed within the act 
and reported within the annual budget of each village. 

Source of 
funds: 

Maintenance Levy charges from residents at Blue Haven Terralong Village. 
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Blue Haven Bonaira Independent Living Units (ILU) Maintenance Levy 

Purpose: By virtue of Section 20 of the Retirement Villages Regulation 2017 recurrent 
charges from village residents can only be spent on items prescribed within the act 
and reported within the annual budget of each village. 

Source of 
funds: 

Maintenance Levy charges from residents at Blue Haven Bonaira Village. 

Blue Haven Residential Aged Care (RAC) Prudential Liquidity Management 

Purpose: Kiama Municipal Council as an approved aged care provider is required to comply 
with four (4) prudential standards, which are set out in the Fees and Payments 
Principles 2014 (No.2) (the Principles).  A minimum liquidity is determined defined 
by expected payments due in the following 12 months in accordance with the Aged 
Care Act 1997. 

Source of 
funds: 

Accommodation payments for the Aged Care Home. 

Community Transport Fund 

Purpose: Funds are available for lease of assets under the Transport for New South Wales 
program.  All unspent funds are to be returned if the program were not to continue. 

Source of 
funds: 

Funding from Transport for New South Wales. 

Blue Haven Home Care Client Credit Balance 

Purpose: Unspent funds from client home care packages. 

Source of 
funds: 

Surplus funds from Department of Health Funding and client contributions. 

Crown Reserve 

Purpose: Net profits from operations located on Crown Land (Holiday Parks and Pavilion) are 
retained for reinvestment back into Crown land (maintenance and capital works) 

Source of 
funds: 

Surplus from the Holiday Parks and Pavilion on Crown Land. 

Unspent Loan Funding  

Purpose: To restrict the use of cash which has been borrowed externally for a specific 
purpose but not yet spent. 

Source of 
funds: 

Proceeds from loans. 
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Roads Reserve 

Purpose: Under the Roads Act 1993 Part 4 Division 6 Section 43.4, money received by 
council from the proceeds of sale of the land from closed council roads is restricted 
for use toward acquiring land for public roads or for carrying out road work on public 
roads. 

Source of 
funds: 

Sale of land comprising former public roads 

Internally Restricted Cash Assets 

Carry Over Works 

Purpose: Capital works projects that carry over from the previous financial year. 

Source of 
funds: 

Projects funded from general fund in previous year. 

Long-Term Asset Management 

Purpose: To accumulate funds for high value asset renewal programs that are beyond annual 
financial capacity 

Source of 
funds: 

General Revenue 

Council Election Reserve 

Purpose: To provide funds for the Local Government Elections which are conducted every 
four years. 

Source of 
funds: 

Funds transferred to reserve annually from general revenue. 

Employee Leave Entitlements 

Purpose: To provide funds for employee leave entitlements which have been accrued but not 
yet paid. 

Source of 
funds: 

General revenue. 

Energy Efficiency 

Purpose: The Revolving Energy Fund Reserve has been set up to provide capital to projects 
which will reduce Kiama Council’s billed energy use, and work towards achieving 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction from the organisation.  

Source of 
funds: 

Savings from energy efficient projects. 
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Land Development Reserve 

Purpose: Revenue generating investments/activities that provide a commercial rate of return 
whether in short, medium, or long-term.   

Source of 
funds: 

Land sales, investment activities. Transfers to reserve to be determined by Council 
based on recommendation from management which takes into consideration 
liquidity position of Council. 

Plant Replacement 

Purpose: To fund vehicles & plant replacements as scheduled and required. 

Source of 
funds: 

Plant hire charges. 

Terralong ILU Capital Works 

Purpose: Capital works required for Terralong Retirement Village in line with the Assets 
Management Plan. 

Source of 
Funds: 

General Fund (annual transfer to reserve = annual depreciation for this property). 

Blue Haven ILU Prudential Cover 

Purpose: Ensuring efficient and timely repayment of outgoing ILU deposits, in line with aged 
care Prudential Standards Policy. 

 

Source of 
Funds: 

General Fund (new deposits from ILUs) 

Risk Improvement Incentive 

Purpose: WHS incentive payment received from State Cover to promote WHS practices.  
Payment allocation for WHS improvements. 

Source of 
funds: 

State Cover incentive payments. 

Working Capital 

Purpose: To minimise the impact on Council operations in any one year from unanticipated 
events. Liquidity funds. 

Source of 
funds: 

General revenue.  

A target equating to 3 months operating cash flows ($14M) is the optimal reserve 
balance. However, Council acknowledges that given current budget constraints, 
this target will not be achieved in the near future. Effectively working capital reserve 
could be established in the long run after the Council achieves a balanced budget 
and has sufficient unrestricted cash balance to fund business as usual operations. 
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Waste Business Unit  

Purpose: Business reserve for improvements at Minnamurra Recycling & Waste Depot that 
could not be funded by Domestic Waste Reserve. 

Source of 
funds: 

Waste Business Unit (excluding Domestic Waste) surplus funds. 

 

Rating and Annual Charge Strategies 

6.3 Assessment of Current Rating Levels 

Comparison of rating between councils is affected by the rating and charging strategies 
each council has adopted. Some councils rely solely on the ordinary rate for rate income 
while others levy special rates for specific purposes that supplement ordinary rate income. 

 

Income from ordinary rates, special rates and drainage services are subject to the 
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) rate pegging while domestic waste 
management service annual charges are limited to recovering the reasonable cost of 
providing those services. 

 

Councils may choose a mix of ordinary and special rates and vary those from year to year, 
however the annual increase in total rate income from all rates is not to exceed the 
percentage specified by IPART each year. 

 

The NSW Office of Local Government (OLG) publishes annual comparative information 
on council rating, financial indicators, service costs and service performance. The 
information is separated into 11 groups of similar councils based on size and character. 
Kiama Municipal Council is placed within OLG category 4. 

6.4 Rates and Annual Charges Income 

6.4.1 Rate Pegging and Additional Special Variation 

Councils are subject to rate pegging in New South Wales restricting total rate income to the 
prior year’s notional income plus a percentage increase as allowed by IPART. The rate peg 
percentage increase allowed for Kiama Municipal Council is 4.5% for the 2024/25 financial 
year.  

6.4.2 Potential Future Special Rate Variation 

In context of the poor operating result modelled in this LTFP and considering the identified 
actions and strategies, Council must remain focused on cost reduction and revenue 
generation opportunities in the near future. These options will be explored prior to 
considering special rates variation. 
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Income Statement – Consolidated - Base Case 

 
 

 
 
  

Projected Key Financial Indicators – Consolidated: 
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Statement of Cash Flow – Consolidated - Base Case 
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Statement of Financial Position - Consolidated– Base Case 
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Income Statement – General Fund - Base Case 
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Income Statement – Blue Haven - Base Case 
 

 
 *It is important to note that for budgeting purposes refurbishment/upgrade of Terralong ILUs were classified as capital, these expenses will be reclassified as operational for the 

purpose of end of year financial reporting, in line with AASB116 (circa $2M/year).  This will have significant unfavourable impact on financial results for Blue Haven shown above. 
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Income Statement – Holiday Parks - Base Case 
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Scenario 2- Income Statement – Consolidated – 10% Permanent SRV Scenario (Effective 2026/27, application in 2025/26) 
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Scenario 3 - Income Statement – Consolidated – Status Quo – Budget Savings Strategies not Implemented 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 




